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Abstract

Scalable Channel Estimation in FDD Massive MIMO

by

Xing Zhang

Massive MIMO brings in key benefits that make it a key design in

the next-generation wireless network. To fulfill the potential benefits,

channel state information is essential to realize e↵ective user selection

and beamforming. In this thesis, we design and analyze scalable channel

estimation schemes for FDD massive MIMO systems.

First, to make downlink channel estimation scalable with the number

of base-station antennas, one of the key ideas is to exploit the inherent

sparsity of wireless channels, driven by two main assumptions: (i) the car-

dinality of channel models in propagation domain is much smaller than

the expected base-station array sizes (64+ antennas), and (ii) uplink and

downlink channels share the same spatial space. However, based on our

channel measurement data, we find that the two assumptions may not

always hold and hence FDD channel estimation schemes with the above

assumptions may not result in maximal achievable performance. To un-

derstand the performance gap, we analyze the modeling mismatch regard-

ing the above two assumptions to quantify the modeling error of approxi-

mating downlink channel with uplink dominant angles in the propagation

domain. We derive modeling error convergence with growing base-station
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array size and provide both numerical and experimental results. We ob-

serve that modeling error increases with the number of base-station an-

tennas before converging to a value that is independent of the base-station

array size, and more distributed channel power leads to larger modeling

error. Utilizing the modeling error, we then investigate the resulted beam-

forming performance rate loss. Accordingly, from both numerical and ex-

perimental results, we observe that rate loss increases with the number of

base-station antennas before converging to a value that is independent of

the base-station array size, and more distributed channel power results in

higher rate loss.

Second, to make downlink channel estimation scalable with the num-

ber of users, we propose a novel propagation domain-based user selection

scheme, labeled as zero-measurement selection, for FDD massive MIMO

systems. The key idea of approximate selection is to infer downlink user

channel norm and inter-user channel orthogonality from uplink channel

in propagation domain, which is proven e↵ective with both experimental

and numerical results. In zero-measurement selection, the base-station

performs downlink user selection before any downlink channel estimation.

As a result, the downlink channel estimation overhead for both user selec-

tion and beamforming will be independent of the total number of users.

Then we evaluate zero-measurement selection with both measured and

simulated channels. The results show that zero-measurement selection

achieves up to 92.5% weighted sum rate of genie-aid user selection on av-

erage and scales well with both the number of base-station antennas and

the number of users. We also employ simulated channels for further per-

formance validation and the numerical results yield similar observations



as experimental findings.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO) improves wireless communication in dif-

ferent aspects [1–13] and becomes the key design in the next-generation network.

Meanwhile, a significant fraction of spectrum allocations worldwide is for frequency-

division duplexing (FDD) operation. Therefore, it is important to make massive

MIMO operating in FDD mode e↵ectively. To leverage the full array gains, channel

state information at the base-station is essential in massive MIMO. In time division

duplexing (TDD) mode, one can apply uplink/downlink channel reciprocity to es-

timate downlink channel at the base-station by sending a small number of training

pilots from users via uplink. However, in FDD, channel reciprocity does not hold,

which in turn has made channel estimation in FDD massive MIMO challenging [14].

First, to make downlink channel estimation scalable with the number of base-

station antennas, past works [15–28], including our work [29], proposed schemes that

exploit the inherent sparsity of wireless channels in propagation domain. While the

schemes reduce the downlink channel estimation overhead to be independent of the

base-station antennas, they do not achieve the best possible performance due to poten-
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tial model mismatch in the propagation domain. Currently, the detailed root cause

for the performance gap is challenging due to little understanding of the potential

model mismatch.

Second, existing user selection schemes [30–42] require full channel state informa-

tion, while current downlink channel estimation methods are not scalable with the

number of users. As a result, large channel estimation overhead that scales with the

number of total users (e.g. 100s) incurs during user selection. Therefore, a scalable

user selection scheme is needed for FDD massive MIMO. To reduce the overhead and

let the scheme be scalable with the number of users, the challenging part is to perform

e↵ective user selection before any downlink channel estimation.

1.2 Main Contributions

We outline our main contributions in this thesis to address the fundamental channel

estimation challenge in FDD Massive MIMO.

1.2.1 Leveraging Propagation Domain Modeling

The main challenge in scalable channel estimation for FDD massive MIMO stems

from the fact that full channel reciprocity does not hold in FDD mode. Thus, to

address the challenges, we start from the fundamentals, i.e., the channel properties.

Specifically, we ask the question: can we leverage the uplink channel state information

to estimate partial information for downlink channel?

To answer the question, we employ measured FDD massive MIMO channels to

investigate channel properties in the propagation domain using measurement data.

We evaluate FDD massive channels with dimension 64 corresponding to a 64-antenna

base-station and obtain the following findings:
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1. We extract channel propagation domain parameter values from full channel.

First, we examine the low dimensionality of channel in the propagation do-

main. We observe that a small number of dominant angles, 2 � 6 angles, can

capture most channel power. However, the approximation error for this range

of approximation can range from 5% to 50% based on channel characteristics.

Second, we examine uplink and downlink angle similarity. We observe that the

angle mismatch between uplink and downlink can be small, with 80% channels

have mismatch error less than 20%.

2. Based on the observed channel low dimensionality and partial reciprocity in

the propagation domain, we then investigate the potential of inferring downlink

user channel norm and inter-user channel orthogonality from uplink channel

propagation domain information. For the downlink channel norm, we find out

that the inferred downlink channel norm from uplink provides a lower bound

with only about 15% normalized error. For downlink inter-user channel orthog-

onality, we find out that the estimated inter-user channel orthogonality based

on uplink information in the propagation domain, including paths angles and

amplitudes, provides an upper bound with only about 10% normalized error.

1.2.2 Analysis of Scalable Channel Estimation

To find out the root cause for the performance gap of scalable channel estimation

schemes, we start from the fundamentals to analyze normalized error of approximating

downlink channel with uplink dominant angles in FDD massive MIMO channels,

denoted as modeling error. In error analysis, we aim to answer two main questions:

Q1 How does the modeling error scale with the number of base-station antennas?

Q2 How does the modeling error vary in di↵erent propagation environments?
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Answering Question 1 is important to quantify the performance scalability in the

large array regime, which will have implications as the number of antennas is scaled

in next-generations of massive MIMO systems. Similarly, answering Question 2 is

important to understand the performance dependency on di↵erent channel scenarios,

e.g. channel angle spread.

Based on the analysis of modeling error, we investigate the impact of downlink

beamforming performance in training downlink channel with estimated uplink dom-

inant angles. We quantify the downlink beamforming rate loss and study scalability

with the base-station array size and dependency on the channel angle spread for the

rate loss. Overall, our main contributions in this section are as follows:

1. We define the modeling error to quantify the normalized error of approximating

downlink channel with uplink dominant angles. There are two factors that a↵ect

modeling error. First is that dominant angles do not capture all the channel

power; we label this error as approximation error. Second is that uplink and

downlink dominant angles are not the same; we label error due to this factor

as mismatch error. The two errors contribute additively towards the overall

modeling error.

2. We employ the 3GPP spatial channel model [43] to investigate scalability with

the base-station array size and dependency on the channel angle spread for

modeling error. Using the channel model, we first derive modeling error in the

infinite array regime and find out that modeling error converges to a value that is

independent of the number of base-station antennas. Then we conduct extensive

numerical simulations to examine modeling error in the finite array regime. We

observe that modeling error increases with the number of base-station antennas

before converging to the value that is independent of the number of base-station

antennas, and larger channel angle spread yields larger modeling error.
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3. We further validate our numerical observations utilizing our measured channels.

The main finding is that our experimental results match the observations from

the numerical results. We find that modeling error increases with the number of

base-station antennas, from 0.02 as the average modeling error when the base-

station is equipped with 4 antennas, to 0.2 as the average modeling error when

the base-station is equipped with 64 antennas for non-line-of-sight channels; the

other is that more distributed power channel leads to larger modeling error, with

average modeling error as 0.2 for non-line-of-sight channels, compared to the

average modeling error as 0.1 for line-of-sight channels when the base-station is

equipped with 64 antennas.

4. To investigate the performance impact of modeling error, we also quantify the

resulting downlink beamforming rate loss. Similar to modeling error, we first

derive the rate loss in the infinite array regime and find out that rate loss con-

verges to a value that is independent of the number of base-station antennas.

Then in the finite array regime, we provide both numerical and experimental

results. From both numerical and experimental results, we observe that the

rate loss increase with the number of base-station antennas before converging

to the value that is independent of the number of base-station antennas, and

more distributed power channel will bring in larger rate loss. Also, even though

the rate loss increases with the number of base-station antennas before the con-

vergence, we find out resulted beamforming rate still increases with array size.

So we conclude that beamforming based on scalable channel estimation schemes

that exploit the propagation domain. e.g.directional training [29], benefit from

the array gain in FDD massive MIMO.
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1.2.3 Scalable User Selection in FDD Massive MIMO

Large channel estimation overhead that scales with the number of total users (e.g.

100s) incurs in existing user selection schemes. To reduce the overhead and let channel

estimation be scalable with the number of users, we develop a novel propagation

domain-based user selection scheme, denoted as zero-measurement selection, for FDD

massive MIMO systems. As the name suggests, zero-measurement selection let the

base-station perform user selection without downlink channel estimation. Thus the

channel estimation. Thus zero-measurement selection is scalable with the number of

users regarding downlink channel estimation overhead. Zero-measurement selection is

driven by the finding that downlink channel norm and inter-user channel orthogonality

can be inferred from uplink channel information in the propagation domain. Overall,

our main contributions in this section are as follows:

1. Based on the experimental finding that uplink inferred downlink inter-user chan-

nel orthogonality provides a good upper bound and that uplink inferred user

channel norm provides a good lower bound, we develop zero-measurement se-

lection for FDD massive MIMO systems. The key idea of zero-measurement

selection is to select users based on inferred downlink inter-user channel or-

thogonality and user channel norm from free uplink channel information in the

propagation domain. Therefore, no downlink channel estimation overhead in-

curs in zero-measurement selection. Zero-measurement selection is developed

in the well-known proportional-fair form. There are three main steps in zero-

measurement selection. First, extract uplink propagation domain dominant

angles and amplitudes from uplink channel and construct downlink channel

propagation domain for each user respectively. Second, during each round of

selection, calculate users orthogonal component to selected users channel space.

Third, select the user with the largest estimated weighted rate based on the
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orthogonal component. The output of zero-measurement selection will be the

selected user set for the following downlink multi-user beamforming.

2. To evaluate zero-measurement selection, we employ measured channels and in-

vestigate the beamforming performance of selected users. Our measurement

data-based results show that zero-measurement selection performs very well,

achieving up to 92.5% of the weighted sum rate of genie-aided user selection on

average when a 64-antenna base-station selects 8 users out of 100 users for down-

link beamforming. We then examine the performance scalability with both the

number of base-station antennas and the number of users for zero-measurement

selection with both measured channels and 3GPP-based simulated channels.

The numerical results show that zero-measurement selection scales well, from

average 90% weighted sum rate when a 64-antenna base-station selects 8 users

out of 100 users for downlink beamforming, to average 97% weighted sum rate

when a 256-antenna base-station selects 32 users out of 100 users for downlink

beamforming, compared to genie-aided user selection.

1.3 Related Work

To make downlink channel estimation scalable with the number of base-station anten-

nas, several recent works [9,15–28] have proposed methods to exploit lower dimension-

ality of the channel in alternate channel characterizations, i.e. propagation-domain

or eigen-domain. The schemes therein are based on two key assumptions: (i) the

cardinality of the alternate channel characterizations is much smaller than and in-

dependent of the number of base-station antennas, and (ii) uplink and downlink

channels share the same propagation characteristics and hence reciprocal. With the

two assumptions, the downlink channel can be parameterized by a few coe�cients
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and an estimate of these coe�cients can be obtained from uplink channel.

However, our recent channel measurement-based work [29] demonstrated that the

two assumptions often do not hold exactly. The two main findings based on mea-

sured channels were: (i) dominant angles do not capture all the channel power, even

though a significant fraction is captured for most cases, and (ii) uplink and downlink

dominant angles are not the same, even though the angle correlation is high. In the

same paper [29], we had also proposed a directional training scheme, where the base-

station trains downlink channel with estimated uplink angles, and in essence, relies

on reciprocity of channel propagation. However, that assumption leads to downlink

beamforming performance loss due to the approximation error in channel model order

and the mismatch between uplink-downlink dominant angles. Therefore, to quantify

the possible performance gaps of training downlink channel in the spatial space us-

ing uplink channel measurements, it is important to revisit the two key assumptions

on FDD massive MIMO channels and quantify the performance loss due to these

assumptions.

As for user selection, existing user subset selection methods [30–42] require full

channel state information. However, current downlink channel estimation methods

are not scalable with the number of users. As a result, large channel estimation

overhead that scales with the number of total users (e.g. 100s) incurs during user

selection, making existing schemes not feasible.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we employ measured

FDD massive channels to investigate channel properties in the propagation domain.

Motivated by the experimental findings, we analyze the modeling error of scalable

channel estimation in FDD massive MIMO in Chapter 3, followed by designing a
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scalable user selection scheme for FDD massive MIMO in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter

5 concludes this thesis.



Chapter 2

Measurement-based Properties of FDD Massive

MIMO Channels

One of the key ideas for designing and analyzing scalable channel estimation in FDD

massive MIMO is to exploit the channel properties in the propagation domain. There-

fore, in this chapter, we employ measured channels to investigate channel propaga-

tion domain properties. These properties include studying the low-dimensionality of

downlink channels in the propagation domain and studying the angle symmetry of

uplink/downlink channels. Additionally, we also study the multi-user channel proper-

ties, notably inferring downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and per-user channel

norm from uplink measurements.

2.1 Key Questions and Findings

The main challenge in scalable channel estimation for FDD massive MIMO stems

from the fact that full channel reciprocity does not hold in FDD mode since uplink

and downlink are operating at di↵erent frequency bands. Thus, to address the chal-

lenge, we start from the fundamentals, i.e., the channel properties. Specifically, we
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ask the question: can we leverage the uplink channel state information to estimate

partial information for downlink channel? Since the frequency gap between uplink

and downlink is relatively small - smaller than 100 MHz in sub-6 GHz FDD bands,

there is a potential for exploring “reciprocity” in the propagation domain as the

propagation environment is approximately due to the proximity of the wavelengths.

Uplink/downlink angles similarity in the propagation domain is shown in early exper-

imental works [44, 45] but not conclusive for small-scale MIMO. Also, experimental

investigations on massive MIMO channels are missing in previous works.

Therefore, to answer the question in the massive MIMO regime, we employ mea-

sured FDD massive MIMO channels to investigate channel properties in the propa-

gation domain. We evaluate FDD massive channels with dimension 64 corresponding

to a 64-antenna base-station and obtain the following findings:

1. We extract channel propagation domain parameter values from full channel.

First, we examine the low dimensionality of channel in the propagation do-

main. We observe that a small number of dominant angles, 2 � 6 angles, can

capture most channel power. However, the approximation error for this range

of approximation can range from 5% to 50% based on channel characteristics.

Second, we examine uplink and downlink angle similarity. We observe that the

angle mismatch between uplink and downlink can be small, with 80% channels

have mismatch error less than 20%.

2. Based on the low dimensionality of the measured channels and partial reci-

procity in the propagation domain, we then investigate the potential of inferring

downlink user channel norm and inter-user channel orthogonality from uplink

channel propagation domain information. For the downlink channel norm, we

find out that the inferred downlink channel norm from uplink provides a lower

bound with only about 15% normalized error. For downlink inter-user channel
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orthogonality, we find out that the estimated inter-user channel orthogonality

based on uplink information in the propagation domain, including paths an-

gles and amplitudes, provides an upper bound with only about 10% normalized

error.

2.2 Measured FDD Massive MIMO Channels

The measured FDD massive MIMO channels are presented in our previous work [29],

with all the details explained therein. Overall, the channel dataset including FDD

massive MIMO channels corresponding to 21 non-line-of-sight and 4 line-of-sight user

locations. The measured user locations are shown in Fig. 2.1(b). For each user

location, two 20 MHz wide-bands channels, each with 52 OFDM subcarriers and

separated by about 72 MHz, are measured. Further, the base-station is equipped with

an 8-row 8-column uniform plane array, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a) with plots from [29].

During channel evaluations, we have 52 (subcarriers) ⇥ 25 (user locations) = 1300

total channel data samples available, including 1092 non-line-of-sight channel data

samples and 208 line-of-sight channel data samples.

2.3 Key Findings in Propagation Domain

In propagation domain, full channel can be represented with multiple paths as

h =
LX

l=1

�laf (✓l,'l) , (2.1)

where the channel consists of L paths, and the l-th path has complex coe�cient �l and

angle with elevation as ✓l and azimuth as 'l. The array response vector af (✓,') of

an M -antenna uniform plane array consisting of Mr rows and Mc columns is defined
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Channel measurements setup: (a) Large array base-station; (b) Locations
of the base-station and the mobiles in outdoor area of Rice University campus. The
green circle denoted LOS mobile location and the yellow circle denotes NLOS mobile
location.

as

af (✓,') =

2

66666664

1

e
j
2⇡
� d sin ✓ cos'
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, (2.2)
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where f is the received signal frequency; � is the signal wavelength; d is the antenna

spacing; ✓ is the elevation angle and ' is the azimuth angle.

We employ our measured FDD massive MIMO channels to investigate channel

properties in the propagation domain. We take measured downlink channel hD 2 CM

and uplink channel hU 2 CM , where M = 64 as input and then extract the channel

parameters in propagation domain for evaluations. We first examine downlink channel

low dimensionality in propagation domain and uplink/downlink angle reciprocity to

help analyze scalable channel estimation in FDD massive MIMO. Then we investigate

inferring downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and channel norm from uplink to

help design scalable user selection in FDD massive MIMO.

2.3.1 Low Dimensionality of Propagation Domain

We first examine the low dimensionality of channel in the propagation domain. We

aim to answer the question - how well do dominant angles approximate the full

channel? Here the dominant angles are extracted from full channel and the number

of dominant angles is determined by the error threshold during estimation. We set the

upper bound for the number of dominant angles as 8 to keep the low dimensionality

in the propagation domain.

To answer the question, we try to obtain the approximated downlink channel with

downlink dominant angles. First, we employ the well-known MUSIC estimator [46] to

extract dominant angles from full downlink channel hD 2 CM . The output downlink

dominant angle set is denoted as [(✓d1,'d1) , ..., (✓dLd
,'dLd

)], where Ld is the number

of dominant angles, which has value range [2, 6] for all the measured channels. The

response vectors of dominant angles can be constructed as

Ad =


a (✓d1,'d1) a (✓d2,'d2) · · · a (✓dLd

,'dLd
)

�
, (2.3)
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where response vector a is defined in Eq. 2.2.

Second, to obtain the complex coe�cient for the dominant angles, we assume a

genie-aided system where the coe�cients are obtained using least-square estimator

as

bd = A†
dhD, (2.4)

where A†
d stands for the pseudo-inverse matrix of Ad. Then combining dominant

angles response vectors and corresponding complex coe�cients, the approximated

downlink channel with downlink dominant angles can be represented as

hdD = Adbd = AdA
†
dhD. (2.5)

Since we aim to evaluate how well dominant angles approximate downlink channel,

we define the approximation error to compare approximated downlink channel to

actual downlink channel as

Eapproximation = 1� khH

dDhDk2

khdDk2khDk2
. (2.6)

As evident from the above equation, approximation error will be in range from 0

to 1. When approximation error is closer to 0, it means dominant angles channel

approximation is better and more accurate. Based on the definition, we then evaluate

the approximation error for all measured channels and the cumulative distribution

function of approximation error is shown in Fig. 2.2.

Finding 1 - Dominant angles approximate full channel well with some exceptions :

From Fig. 2.2, we observe that the approximation error is about 0.1 for all the line-

of-sight channels. While for non-line-of-sight channels, the approximation errors can

vary in range from 0.1 to 0.5, with 80% channels exhibit approximation error less

than 0.2.
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Figure 2.2: The cumulative distribution function of approximation error based on all
measured channels (labeled as combined), line-of-sight channels (labeled as line-of-
sight) and non-line-of-sight channels (labeled as non-line-of-sight) respectively.

Explanation for Finding 1 : In the propagation domain, in the line-of-sight chan-

nels most channel power is in the dominant angles. Thus dominant angles can approx-

imate full channel with a small amount of error. However, non-line-of-sight channel

power is more distributed across di↵erent paths and angles compared to line-of-sight

one. Thus, using dominant angles to represent channel results in larger approximation

error.
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2.3.2 Uplink/Downlink Angles Similarity

Next, we examine the similarity between uplink and downlink dominant angles. We

aim to answer the question - how similar are the uplink and downlink dominant

angles? To answer the question, we construct two approximations of the downlink

channels, one with downlink dominant angles and the other with uplink dominant

angles. Approximated downlink channel with downlink dominant angles is shown in

Eq. 2.5.

Similarly, we can obtain approximate downlink channel with uplink dominant

angles. First, extract uplink dominant angles from full uplink channel hU 2 CM

utilizing MUSIC estimator. The output uplink dominant angle set is denoted as

[(✓u1,'u1) , ..., (✓uLd
,'uLd

)]. The response vectors of dominant angles will be

Au =


a (✓u1,'u1) a (✓u2,'u2) · · · a (✓uLd

,'uLd
)

�
. (2.7)

Second, obtain the complex coe�cient for the uplink dominant angles using least-

square estimator as

bu = A†
uhD. (2.8)

Then combining dominant angles response vectors and corresponding complex coe�-

cients, the approximate downlink with uplink dominant angles can be represented as

huD = Aubu = AuA
†
uhD. (2.9)

We then compare approximate downlink channel with downlink dominant angles

to approximate downlink channel with downlink dominant angles and define the mis-

match error as

Emismatch =
khH

dDhDk2

khdDk2khDk2
� khH

udDhDk2

khudDk2khDk2
. (2.10)
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Figure 2.3: The cumulative distribution function of angle mismatch error based on
all measured channels (labeled as combined), line-of-sight channels (labeled as line-
of-sight) and non-line-of-sight channels (labeled as non-line-of-sight) respectively.

As shown in the above equation, mismatch error will be in range from 0 to 1. When

mismatch error is closer to 0, it means uplink dominant angles is closer to downlink

dominant angles. Based on the definition of mismatch error, we evaluate the mismatch

error for all measured channels. The cumulative distribution function of mismatch

error is shown in Fig. 2.3.

Finding 2 - Uplink and downlink dominant angles exhibit small mismatch error :

From Fig. 2.2, we observe that the mismatch error is smaller than 0.04 for all the

line-of-sight channels. While for non-line-of-sight channels, the mismatch errors can

vary in range from 0 to 0.5, with 90% channels exhibit mismatch error smaller than

0.2.
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Explanation for Finding 2 : Similar to the explanation for Finding 1.

The two findings motivate our subsequent detailed error analysis of scalable chan-

nel estimation in FDD massive MIMO, which is discussed in Chapter 3. Next, we

examine the potential to exploit uplink channel in the propagation domain to infer

downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and user channel norm, which will serve as

fundamental constructs for user selection in Chapter 4.

2.3.3 Inferring Downlink Inter-user Channel Orthogonality

The key information for e↵ective user selection includes inter-user channel orthog-

onality and user channel norm. To avoid downlink channel estimation before user

selection, which brings in overhead that scales with the number of users, we inves-

tigate the possibility of inferring downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and user

channel norm from free uplink channel state information. While uplink and downlink

full channel reciprocity does not hold in FDD mode, we find out that uplink and

downlink channel have dominant angles similarity. Thus, we examine the potential

of inferring downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and user channel norm from

uplink channel propagation domain information.

We aim to estimate downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and user channel

norm from uplink dominant angles and amplitudes. Downlink channel is denoted as

hD. And uplink dominant angles and amplitudes are represented as

CU =


k�U1ka (✓u1,'u1) k�U2ka (✓u2,'u2) · · · k�ULd

ka (✓uLd
,'uLd

)

�
, (2.11)

where [(✓u1,'u1) , ..., (✓uLd
,'uLd

)] is the uplink dominant angle set and k�U1k is the

corresponding amplitudes obtained by least-square estimator, with details shown in

Section 2.3.1.
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Comparing uplink dominant angles and amplitudes to downlink channel, there are

three key factors that can a↵ect the estimation performance:

1. Approximation Error E↵ect : The approximate error will lead to the perfor-

mance gap between full downlink hD and approximated downlink channel with

downlink dominant angles as shown in Eq. 2.5.

2. Missing Phase Information E↵ect : Without the phase information, instead of

approximated downlink channel, we will have downlink dominant angles and

amplitudes are presented as

CD =


k�D1ka (✓d1,'d1) k�D2ka (✓d2,'d2) · · · k�DLd

ka (✓dLd
,'dLd

)

�
.

(2.12)

The missing phase information will lead to the performance gap compared to

approximated downlink channel.

3. Uplink/downlink Angles and Amplitudes Mismatch E↵ect : Instead of using

downlink dominant angles and amplitudes, we will only have uplink dominant

angles and amplitudes available. As a result, the uplink/downlink angles and

amplitudes mismatch will also result in an estimation error.

2.3.3.1 Inter-user Channel Orthogonality

Inter-user channel orthogonality is one important information to evaluate multi-user

beamforming performance. Consider two users, and without losing generality, we

denote the downlink channels as hD1 and hD1 respectively. The downlink inter-user

channel orthogonality is formulated as

⇢ (hD1,hD2) =
khH

D1hD2k
khD1kkhD2k

. (2.13)
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Figure 2.4: The cumulative distribution function of estimated downlink inter-user
channel orthogonality for all measured channels utilizing full downlink channel (la-
beled as full-channel), approximated downlink channel with downlink dominant angles
(labeled as dom-path-channel), downlink dominant angles and amplitudes (labeled as
dom-angle-amp), and uplink downlink dominant angles and amplitudes (labeled as
UL-dom-angle-amp) respectively.

Then we aim to estimate the downlink inter-user channel orthogonality utilizing

uplink dominant angles and amplitudes defined in Eq. 2.11. The estimated downlink

inter-user channel orthogonality is formulated as

⇢̂ (hD1,hD2) = ⇢ (CU1,CU2) =
kCH

U1CU2k
kCU1kkCU2k

. (2.14)

The cumulative distribution function of estimated downlink inter-user channel or-

thogonality is shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Finding 3 - Uplink Inferred Downlink Inter-user Channel Orthogonality Provides

an Upper Bound : From Fig. 2.4, we observe that utilizing uplink propagation domain

information, including dominant angles and amplitudes, to estimate downlink inter-

user channel orthogonality provides an upper bound with channel orthogonality error

range from 0 to 0.3.

Explanation for Finding 3 : To understand the gap between uplink inferred down-

link inter-user channel orthogonality and the actual one, we consider two more ways to

estimate downlink inter-user channel orthogonality, including utilizing approximated

downlink channel with downlink dominant angles and utilizing downlink dominant

angles and amplitudes, to understand the aforementioned three di↵erent e↵ects. First,

approximation error e↵ect causes less than 0.1 error. Second, missing phase informa-

tion e↵ect leads to error up to 0.3. Third, uplink/downlink angles and amplitudes

mismatch e↵ect results in negligible estimation error. Thus, missing phase informa-

tion e↵ect is the dominant one that causing the estimation error. Also, inter-user

channel orthogonality inferred from dominant angles and amplitudes provides an up-

per bound is due to the fact that channel vector-constructed space is the subspace of

dominant angles response vectors-constructed space.

2.3.4 Inferring Downlink User Channel Norm

User channel norm is another important information to evaluate multi-user beam-

forming performance. Consider the user with downlink channel hD1, the downlink

user channel norm is formulated as

norm (hD) = khDk. (2.15)

We aim to estimate the downlink user channel norm utilizing uplink dominant
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Figure 2.5: The cumulative distribution function of estimated downlink channel norm
for all measured channels utilizing full downlink channel (labeled as full-channel),
approximated downlink channel with downlink dominant angles (labeled as dom-path-
channel), downlink dominant angles and amplitudes (labeled as dom-angle-amp), and
uplink downlink dominant angles and amplitudes (labeled as UL-dom-angle-amp)
respectively.

angles and amplitudes defined in Eq. 2.11. The estimated downlink inter-user channel

orthogonality is formulated as

ˆnorm (hD) = norm (CU) = kCUk. (2.16)

The cumulative distribution function of estimated downlink user channel norm is

shown in Fig. 2.4.

Finding 4 - Uplink Inferred User Channel Norm Provides a Lower Bound : From
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Fig. 2.5, we observe that utilizing uplink propagation domain information, including

dominant angles and amplitudes, to estimate downlink user channel norm provides a

lower bound with channel norm error range from 0% to 15%.

Explanation for Finding 4 : To understand the gap between uplink inferred down-

link user channel norm and the actual one, we consider two more ways to estimate

downlink user channel norm, including utilizing approximated downlink channel with

downlink dominant angles and utilizing downlink dominant angles and amplitudes,

to understand the aforementioned three di↵erent e↵ects. First, approximation er-

ror e↵ect causes error up to 15% error. Second, missing phase information e↵ect

leads to negligible error. Third, uplink/downlink angles and amplitudes mismatch

e↵ect results in up to 5% error. Thus, approximation error e↵ect is the dominant

one that causing the estimation error. Also, inter-user channel orthogonality inferred

from dominant angles and amplitudes provides a lower bound is due to the fact that

dominant angles only capture part of downlink channel power.

2.4 Key Conclusions

In this chapter, we employ our measured FDD massive MIMO channels to examine

channel properties in the propagation domain. We obtain the findings that a small

number of dominant angles captures most channel power and the mismatch between

uplink and downlink dominant angles small for most channels but the error can be

large in some scenarios, which motivates the contribution in Chapter 3 - analysis of

scalable channel estimation in FDD massive MIMO. Then we evaluate the e↵ective-

ness of inferring downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and user channel norm.

We find out that uplink inferred downlink inter-user channel orthogonality provides

a good upper bound and upper inferred downlink user channel norm provides a good

lower bound, which motivates the contribution in Chapter 4 - design of scalable user
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selection in FDD. In general, all the findings provide guidance for the design and

analysis of applications in FDD massive MIMO.



Chapter 3

Analysis of Scalable Channel Estimation

As discussed in the previous chapters, a key idea to reducing downlink channel acqui-

sition overhead for FDD massive MIMO systems is to exploit the inherent sparsity

of wireless channels, leveraging two main assumptions: (i) the cardinality of channel

models in propagation domain is much smaller than the 5G massive MIMO base-

station array sizes (64+ antennas), and (ii) uplink and downlink channels share the

same spatial space. However, as we discussed in the previous chapter, based on our

channel measurement data, we find that the two assumptions may not hold and hence

FDD channel estimation schemes with the above assumptions can result in methods

that may not result in maximal achievable performance.

In this chapter, we analyze the modeling mismatch regarding the above two as-

sumptions to quantify the modeling error of approximating downlink channel with

uplink dominant angles in the propagation domain. We drive modeling error con-

vergence with growing base-station array size and provide both numerical and ex-

perimental results on scalability with the base-station array size and dependency on

channel types. We observe that modeling error increases with the number of base-

station antennas before converging to a value that is independent of the base-station

array size, and more distributed channel power leads to larger modeling error. Uti-
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lizing the modeling error, we then investigate the beamforming performance rate loss

that relies on the above two assumptions. Accordingly, from both numerical and ex-

perimental results, we observe that rate loss increases with the number of base-station

antennas before converging to a value that is independent of the base-station array

size, and more distributed channel power results in higher rate loss.

3.1 Summary of the Chapter

In this chapter, we start from the fundamentals to analyze normalized error of ap-

proximating downlink channel with uplink dominant angles in FDD massive MIMO

channels, denoted as modeling error. In error analysis, we aim to answer two main

questions:

Q1 How does the modeling error scale with the number of base-station antennas?

Q2 How does the modeling error vary in di↵erent propagation environments?

Answering Question 1 is important to quantify the performance scalability in the

large array regime, which will have implications as the number of antennas is scaled

in next-generations of massive MIMO systems. Similarly, answering Question 2 is

important to understand the performance dependency on di↵erent channel scenarios,

e.g. channel angle spread.

Based on the analysis of modeling error, we investigate the impact of downlink

beamforming performance in training downlink channel with estimated uplink dom-

inant angles. We quantify the downlink beamforming rate loss and study scalability

with the base-station array size and dependency on the channel angle spread for the

rate loss. Overall, our main contributions in this section are as follows:

1. We define the modeling error to quantify the normalized error of approximating

downlink channel with uplink dominant angles. There are two factors that a↵ect
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modeling error. First is that dominant angles do not capture all the channel

power; we label this error as approximation error. Second is that uplink and

downlink dominant angles are not exactly the same; we label error due to this

factor as mismatch error. The two errors contribute additively towards the

overall modeling error.

2. We employ the 3GPP spatial channel model [43] to investigate scalability with

the base-station array size and dependency on the channel angle spread for

modeling error. Using the channel model, we first derive modeling error in the

infinite array regime and find out that modeling error converges to a value that is

independent of the number of base-station antennas. Then we conduct extensive

numerical simulations to examine modeling error in the finite array regime. We

observe that modeling error increases with the number of base-station antennas

before converging to the value that is independent of the number of base-station

antennas, and larger channel angle spread yields larger modeling error.

3. We further validate our numerical observations utilizing our measured channels.

The main finding is that our experimental results match the observations from

the numerical results. We find that modeling error increases with the number of

base-station antennas, from 0.02 as the average modeling error when the base-

station is equipped with 4 antennas, to 0.28 as the average modeling error when

the base-station is equipped with 64 antennas for non-line-of-sight channels; the

other is that more distributed power channel leads to larger modeling error, with

average modeling error as 0.28 for non-line-of-sight channels, compared to the

average modeling error as 0.13 for line-of-sight channels when the base-station

is equipped with 64 antennas.

4. To investigate the performance impact of modeling error, we also quantify the
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resulting downlink beamforming rate loss. Similar to modeling error, we first

derive the rate loss in the infinite array regime and find out that rate loss con-

verges to a value that is independent of the number of base-station antennas.

Then in the finite array regime, we provide both numerical and experimental

results. From both numerical and experimental results, we observe that the

rate loss increase with the number of base-station antennas before converging

to the value that is independent of the number of base-station antennas, and

more distributed power channel will bring in larger rate loss. Also, even though

the rate loss increases with the number of base-station antennas before the con-

vergence, we find out resulted beamforming rate still increases with array size.

So we conclude that beamforming based on scalable channel estimation schemes

that exploit the propagation domain. e.g.directional training [29], benefit from

the array gain in FDD massive MIMO.

Most related works on FDD massive MIMO [15–17, 20, 21] focus on developing

scalable downlink channel estimation schemes by exploiting the inherent sparsity

of wireless channels, driven by two aforementioned assumptions on FDD massive

MIMO channels. In contrast, motivated by the experimental findings, we take into

account the imperfectness of the two assumptions. We start from FDDmassive MIMO

channels and then analyze the modeling error of approximating downlink channel with

uplink dominant angles, followed by quantifying the performance impact. This paper

provides unique insights on modeling error and performance impact, which can serve

as guidance for the design and analysis of scalable channel estimation in FDD massive

MIMO.

The rest of the chapter is outlined as follows. Section 3.2 formulates the research

problem and provides details on spatial channel model; Section 3.3 provides analysis

and numerical results of modeling error; Section 3.4 validates modeling error nu-
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merical observations based on measured FDD massive MIMO channels; Section 3.5

evaluates the performance impact of modeling error; finally, Section 3.6 concludes

this paper.

3.2 Problem Formulation and Channel Model

3.2.1 Problem Formulation

Our goal is to analyze channel estimation schemes that exploit the lower dimension-

ality of the channel in alternate channel characterizations for FDD massive MIMO

systems. We consider a single-cell FDD massive MIMO system where an M -antenna

base-station serves K single-antenna users through downlink beamforming. With

downlink channel as H 2 CK⇥M and beamforming weights matrix as W 2 CM⇥K ,

the received signals at users side can be modeled as

y = HWx+ n, (3.1)

where x 2 CK is the transmitted signals and n 2 CK is the additive noises that follow

standard complex Gaussian distribution.

Downlink channel estimation at the base-station side is the key step to designing

beamforming weights W for e↵ective downlink multi-user beamforming, e.g. conju-

gate beamforming or zero-forcing beamforming. We assume channel vectors of users

are mutually orthogonal1 and consider each user separately. Without loss of general-

ity, the user downlink channel is denoted as hD 2 CM and estimated channel denoted

1
This is true when users are well separated with each other.
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as ĥD 2 CM . The resulted beamforming rate with conjugate beamforming is

R

⇣
ĥD,hD

⌘
= E
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kĥH

DhDk2

kĥDk2
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4log
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Pchannel

kĥH

DhDk2

kĥDk2khDk2
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3

5
(3.2)

where P denotes the downlink transmission power for the user. As shown in the

equation, the beamforming rate is determined by the captured normalized downlink

channel power Pcaptured. To maximize the beamforming rate, one good metric to

evaluate estimated downlink channel and understand possible performance impact is

the normalized error

E = 1� kĥH

DhDk
kĥDkkhDk

. (3.3)

In scalable channel estimation schemes that exploit channel low dimensional do-

main, there are two main steps. First, estimate the low dimensional domain Ŝ 2

CM⇥L
, L < M for downlink training, where L is the number of spatial vectors of

the domain. Second, estimate domain parameters b̂ 2 CL via downlink training and

uplink feedback. After that, the downlink channel can be reconstructed as

ĥD = Ŝb̂. (3.4)

Previous works focus on domain parameters estimation as in the second step only

and assume perfect knowledge of the channel domain. However, the error in domain

estimation Ŝ also contributes to channel estimation error. Therefore, it is important

to investigate the impact of domain estimation error. In more details, we focus on

domain estimation as in the first step and assume genie-aided domain parameters

training in the second step. Consider estimated domain Ŝ 2 CM⇥L
, L < M , the
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genie-aided estimated domain parameters will be

b̂ = Ŝ†hD (3.5)

based on least-square estimator, where Ŝ† stands for the pseudo-inverse matrix of Ŝ.

Based on Eq. 3.3, to evaluate estimated domain Ŝ 2 CM⇥L
, L < M , we consider

the normalized error of estimated downlink channel power utilizing the domain, which

is formulated as

E(Ŝ) = 1� kĥH

DhDk
kĥDkkhDk

= 1� k(Ŝb̂)
HhDk

kŜb̂kkhDk

= 1� k(ŜŜ
†hD)HhDk

kŜŜ†hDkkhDk
.

(3.6)

Since we aim to quantify the propagation domain modeling error - normalized

error of approximating downlink channel with uplink dominant angles, next we ask

and answer two questions on propagation domain estimation corresponding to the

imperfectness of the two aforementioned assumptions that will a↵ect the normalized

error:

1. What will be the normalized error if utilizing dominant angles instead of all

angles to approximate the downlink channel?

2. What will be the extra normalized error if utilizing uplink dominant angles

instead of downlink ones to approximate the downlink channel?

The answers to the questions depend on channel properties only. Therefore, to an-

swer the questions, we seek to start from the fundamentals, i.e. FDD massive MIMO

channels, to investigate the normalized error of approximating downlink channel with
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uplink dominant angles. We use a combination of an analytical and experimental ap-

proach. For the analytical approach, we employ the spatial channel model to formu-

late modeling error and examine the scalability with the base-station array size and

dependency on the channel angle spread; for the experimental approach, we further

validate the observations of modeling error based on measured channels.

3.2.2 Propagation Domain Channels

We adopt the popular geometrical ray tracking approach and employ the 3GPP spatial

channel model [43] to model FDD massive channels. Consider the electromagnetic

wave propagation physics, the main propagation mechanisms include line-of-sight,

reflection, di↵raction and scattering. In FDD mode, even though uplink and downlink

transmit at di↵erent frequency bands, the frequency gap between uplink and downlink

is relatively small - smaller than 100 MHz in sub-6 GHz FDD bands. As a result,

with the proximity of the wavelengths, uplink and downlink will go through the same

propagation paths, and have same the amplitude for each corresponding path. While

for the phase parameter of each path, since the phase is very sensitive to wavelength

di↵erence, the phase is modeled as i.i.d. in U [0, 2⇡).

Therefore, consider the system where the base-station is equipped with an M

antennas uniform plane array, consisting of Mr rows and Mc columns. Using the geo-

metrical ray-tracing approach, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. First, the downlink channel

with frequency fD between the M -antenna base-station and a single-antenna user can

be modeled as

hD =
IX

i=1

JiX

j=1

p
gije

j�DijafD (✓ij,'ij) , (3.7)

where the channel consists of I clusters, and the i-th cluster consists of Ji paths;

the j-th path of i-th cluster has power gij, independent phase �Dij ⇠ U [0, 2⇡) and

angle with elevation as ✓ij and azimuth as 'ij. The array response vector af (✓,')
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Massive MIMO Base-station

User

Scatter Scatter

Cluster Cluster

Figure 3.1: The plot shows the propagation paths between a massive MIMO base-
station and a single-antenna user, which consist of clusters of paths.

corresponding to the Mr rows and Mc columns uniform plane array is defined in

Eq. 2.2.

Then, accordingly, using the geometrical ray-tracing approach, the corresponding

uplink channel operated at a di↵erent frequency band fU of the same base-station

user pair can be modeled as

hU =
IX

i=1

JiX

j=1

p
gije

j�UijafU (✓ij,'ij) . (3.8)

In more details, uplink and downlink channel will have the same number of clusters

I and same number of paths Ji in i-th cluster. The the j-th path of i-th cluster has

the same power gij and same angles (✓ij, 'ij) as downlink channel. The only di↵erent

channel parameter is the phase component, with value i.i.d. in U [0, 2⇡).
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3.3 Modeling Error: Numerical Results

In this section, we characterize the normalized error of approximating downlink chan-

nel with uplink dominant propagation domain, defined as modeling error, by answer-

ing the two questions brought up in Section 3.2. Each question corresponding to one

source of error, with the first one denoted as approximation error and the second one

denoted as mismatch error.

With the definition, we then employ the spatial channel model to investigate

modeling error. We derive modeling error in the large array regime, followed by

numerical results on modeling error allowing dependency on the base-station array

size and the channel angle spread. With the dependency on the channel angle spread,

we can observe how modeling error varies with di↵erent types of channels; with the

dependency on the number of base-station antennas, we can find out the scalability

properties of modeling error in massive MIMO regime.

3.3.1 Modeling Error Definition

We aim to quantify modeling error - the normalized error of approximating down-

link channel with uplink dominant propagation domain. To analyze modeling error,

we need to obtain both downlink domain of low dimensionality and uplink one. In

propagation domain, the low dimensionality part is constructed from array response

vectors corresponding to dominant channel angles. Therefore, first, we try to con-

struct downlink dominant propagation domain Sd 2 CM⇥Ld , Ld ⌧M , where Ld is the

number of dominant angles and M is the number of antennas at the base-station. We

extract downlink dominant angles from full downlink CSI hD 2 CM utilizing the well-

known MUSIC estimator. The output downlink Ld dominant angles set is denoted

as [(✓d1,'d1) , ..., (✓dLd
,'dLd

)]. Then the downlink dominant propagation domain is
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constructed as

Sd =


a (✓d1,'d1) a (✓d2,'d2) · · · a (✓dLd

,'dLd
)

�
, (3.9)

where a is the array response vector defined in Eq. 2.2.

Second, to construct uplink dominant propagation domain Su 2 CM⇥Ld , similarly,

we extract uplink dominant angles [(✓u1,'u1) , ..., (✓uLd
,'uLd

)] from full uplink CSI

hU 2 CM utilizing the MUSIC estimator. Then the uplink dominant propagation

domain is constructed as

Su =


a (✓u1,'u1) a (✓u2,'u2) · · · a (✓uLd

,'uLd
)

�
. (3.10)

Corresponding to the two questions brought up in Section 3.2, there are two factors

that a↵ect modeling error. First, to keep the low dimensionality of propagation

domain under channel training overhead constraints, only Ld dominant angles-based

response vectors constructed propagation domain Sd 2 CM⇥Ld is utilized for downlink

channel approximation. As a result, there will still be certain channel estimation error

due to the approximation ; we denote this normalized channel estimation error as

approximation power loss. Following the definition of normalized channel estimation

error in Eq. 3.3, approximation error is formulated as

Eapproximation = E(Sd)

= 1� k(SdS
†
dhD)HhDk

kSdS
†
dhDkkhDk

,

(3.11)

where Sd 2 CM⇥Ld is the downlink dominant propagation domain as illustrated in

Eq. 3.9. As evident from the above equation, approximation error will be in range

from 0 to 1. When the downlink dominant propagation domain Sd 2 CM⇥Ld gets
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closer to downlink channel in antenna domain, approximation error will decrease and

get closer to 0.

Second, since downlink propagation domain information is not available before any

downlink channel training, uplink channel-inferred dominant propagation domain in-

stead of actual downlink channel dominant dominant propagation domain is utilized

for downlink channel training. Consequently, there will be extra normalized channel

estimation error due to the uplink and downlink dominant propagation domain mis-

match; we denote this normalized channel estimation error as mismatch power loss,

which is formulated as

Emismatch = E(Su)� E(Sd)

=
k(SdS

†
dhD)HhDk

kSdS
†
dhDkkhDk

� k(SuS†
uhD)HhDk

kSuS
†
uhDkkhDk

,

(3.12)

where Su 2 CM⇥Ld is the uplink dominant propagation domain as illustrated in

Eq. 3.10. As evident from the above equation, mismatch error will also be in range

from 0 to 1. When the uplink channel-inferred dominant propagation domain Su 2

CM⇥Ld gets closer to actual downlink channel one Sd 2 CM⇥Ld , mismatch power loss

will decrease and get closer to 0.

Combining approximation error and mismatch error, the total normalized error

of approximating downlink channel with uplink dominant propagation domain Su 2

CM⇥Ld , i.e. modeling error, is formulated as

Emodeling = Eapproximation + Emismatch

= E(Su)

= 1� k(SuS†
uhD)HhDk

kSuS
†
uhDkkhDk

.

(3.13)

As evident from the above equation, modeling error will be in range from 0 to 1.
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When the uplink channel-inferred dominant propagation domain Su gets closer to

downlink channel in antenna domain, the modeling error will get closer to 1.

Here we focus on modeling error in the propagation domain, while similar error

analysis can be applied to other domain-based channel characterization. Also, we

want to emphasize that modeling error is determined by FDD massive MIMO channel

properties only is scheme-independent. But, modeling error is an important and

necessary part to analyze and evaluate the performance of scalable FDD massive

MIMO channel estimation schemes.

3.3.2 Modeling Error Analysis

We first employ the spatial channel model illustrated in Section 3.2, with the downlink

channel modeled Eq. 3.7 and uplink channel in Eq. 3.8, to derive modeling error for

the case where the base-station is equipped with an infinite number of antennas.

Theorem 1 (Modeling Error Converges with Infinite Number of Base-station An-

tennas): When the number of base-station antennas goes to infinity, modeling error

converges to a value that is independent of the base-station array size as

lim
M!1

Emodeling = 1�

qP
Ld
l=1 plqP

I

i=1

P
J

j=1 gij

, (3.14)

with approximation error converges to the same value as

lim
M!1

Eapproximation = 1�

qP
Ld
l=1 plqP

I

i=1

P
J

j=1 gij

(3.15)

and mismatch error converges to 0 as

lim
M!1

Emismatch = 0, (3.16)
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where
P

I

i=1

P
J

j=1 gij is the summation of all channel paths power and
P

Ld
l=1 pl is the

summation of the powers corresponding to the Ld paths with largest power.

The detailed proof of Theorem 1 is illustrated in Appendix A. The intuitive ex-

planation for the theorem is as follows: when the number of base-station antennas

goes to infinity, the array beamwidth goes to zero. As a result, any angle can at most

capture the power of one path only. As a result, both downlink dominant angle set

and uplink dominant angle set will be the Ld angles corresponding to the Ld paths

with the most power. Therefore, modeling error will only result from approximation

error and will be determined by the ratio of the power of the Ld paths over the total

power of all downlink paths, with the approximation error be the same as modeling

error and the mismatch error be 0.

3.3.3 Modeling Error Numerical Results

To find out how the modeling error varies with the base-station array size before

convergence, we then employ the spatial channel model to investigate modeling error

for the case where the base-station is equipped with a finite number of antennas.

Since the closed-form formula for modeling error does not exist with a finite number

of antennas, we conduct numerical simulations to observe how space power varies

with the number of base-station antennas and the channel angle spread. To facilitate

the simulations, we make several assumptions on the channel parameters:

• Uniform power distribution across all the paths in one cluster: gpr =
gp

Rp

• Uniform distribution for the central angle of each cluster with elevation ✓i ⇠

U [0o, 180o] and azimuth 'i ⇠ U [0o, 180o].

• All cluster have the same channel angle spread� for both azimuth and elevation.

In one cluster, the number of path is determined by the angle spread �, with
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Figure 3.2: Average modeling error changing with the number of base-station anten-
nas based on simulated channels with di↵erent angle spread respectively.

all paths angles uniformly sampled in elevation range ['��/2,'+�/2] and

azimuth range [✓ ��/2, ✓ +�/2] with angle density as 1o.

We first examine the simulation results on modeling error shown in Fig. 3.2. We

investigate both the scalability with base-station array size and the dependency on

channel angle spread for modeling error. Then we examine the decomposed modeling

error components, including approximation error and mismatch error, with simulation

results on average error presented in Fig. 3.4. We also investigate both the scalability

with base-station array size and the dependency on channel angle spread for both

approximation error and mismatch error. All the numerical results are based on

10, 000 simulated independent channel instances.
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Figure 3.3: The cumulative distribution function of modeling error with two di↵erent
array sizes based on simulated channels with di↵erent angle spread respectively.

Observation 1 - Modeling Error Increases with Both Base-station Array Size and

Channel Angle Spread : In terms of the scalability with base-station array size, we

observe that the average modeling error increases with the number of base-station

antennas, before converging to the value that matches Theorem 1, from Fig. 3.2.

For example, when the channel angle spread is 2-degree, the average angle power

increases from 0.02 with 16 antennas, to 0.06 with 64 antennas and to 0.65 with

10, 000 antennas. The same trend is also observed in Fig. 3.3 with the cumulative

distribution function of angle power, which shows that more base-station antennas

lead to larger modeling error. In terms of the dependency on channel angle spread,

we observe that larger angle spread will result in larger average modeling error, from
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Fig. 3.2. For example, when the base-station is equipped with 64 antennas, the

average modeling error increases from 0 with 0-degree angle spread, to 0.06 with

2-degree angle spread and to 0.23 with 8-degree angle spread. The same trend is

also observed in Fig. 3.3 with the cumulative distribution function of modeling error,

which shows that larger channel angle spread results in larger modeling error.

Explanation for Observation 1 : Modeling error quantifies the normalized error

of approximating downlink channel with a fixed number of uplink dominant angle

response vectors. For the scalability with base-station array size, since the array

beamwidth is inversely proportional to the number of base-station antennas [47], the

captured relative channel power with a fixed number of dominant angle response

vectors will get smaller when the base-station is equipped with more antennas. As a

result, modeling error increases with the base-station array size. For the dependency

on channel angle spread, since larger channel angle spread indicates more distributed

channel power, a fixed number of dominant angle response vectors will capture less

channel power when the channel angle spread gets larger. Consequently, modeling

error increases with the channel angle spread.

Observation 2 - Approximation Error Increases with Both Base-station Array Size

and Channel Angle Spread : As shown in Fig. 3.4, the average approximation error

increases with the number of base-station antennas, before converging to the value

that matches Theorem 1. For example, when the channel angle spread is 2-degree,

the average approximation error increases from 0.01 with 16 antennas, to 0.02 with

64 antennas and to 0.6 with 10, 000 antennas. And Larger angle spread will result

in more approximation error, from 0.02 when angle spread is 2-degree to 0.09 when

angle spread is 8-degree with 64-antenna at the base-station.

Explanation for Observation 2 : Approximation error quantifies the normalized

error of approximating downlink channel with a fixed number of dominant angle
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Figure 3.4: Modeling error decomposed to approximation error and mismatch power
loss changing with the number of base-station antennas based on simulated channels
with di↵erent angle spread respectively.

response vectors instead of all angle response vectors. For both the scalability with

base-station array size and the dependency on channel angle spread, the reasons are

the same ones as in the explanation for Observation 1.

Observation 3 - Mismatch Error First Increases Then Decreases with Base-station

Array Size and Larger Channel Angle Spread Leads to More Mismatch Error : As

shown in Fig. 3.4, the average mismatch error first increases and then decreases with

the number of base-station antennas, before converging to 0 as shown Theorem 1.

For example, when the channel angle spread is 8-degree, the average mismatch error

increases from 0.04 with 16 antennas, to 0.3 with 400 antennas, and then drops to

0.08 with 10, 000 antennas. Also, larger channel angle spread will result in larger
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mismatch error, from 0.04 when angle spread is 2-degree to 0.14 when angle spread

is 8-degree with 64-antenna at the base-station.

Explanation for Observation 3 : Mismatch power loss quantifies the normalized er-

ror gap between approximated downlink channel with uplink dominant angle response

vectors and approximated downlink channel with downlink dominant angle response

vectors. For the scalability with the base-station array size, due to uplink/downlink

dominant angles di↵erence resulted from channel phase parameters di↵erence, before

converging to the same value, the captured normalized channel power by uplink domi-

nant angle response vectors decreases at a larger rate than that by downlink dominant

angle response vectors when the number of base-station antennas increases. As a re-

sult, angle-space mismatch power loss first increases and then decreases with the

base-station array size. For the dependency on channel angle spread, the reason is

the same one as in the explanation for Observation 1.

3.4 Modeling Error: Experimental Results

To further validate the observations on modeling error from numerical results, in this

section, we investigate modeling error based on measured FDD massive MIMO chan-

nels as detailed in Chapter 2. We take the measured FDD massive MIMO channels

as input to evaluate modeling error. Similar to numerical results, we examine the

scalability with base-station array size and the dependency on channel angle spread

for modeling error, and the results are shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6.

Finding 1 - Modeling error Increases with Base-station Array Size and Non-Line-

of-sight Channels Yield Larger Modeling error Than Line-of-sight Channels : In terms

of the scalability with base-station array size, we find out that the average modeling

error increases with the number of base-station antennas from Fig. 3.5. For example,

for non-line-of-sight channels, the average modeling error increases from 0.02 with 4
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Figure 3.5: Average modeling error changing with the number of base-station anten-
nas based on measured line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight channels respectively.

antennas, to 0.18 with 16 antennas and to 0.28 with 64 antennas. The same trend is

also observed in Fig. 3.6 with the cumulative distribution function of modeling error,

which shows that more base-station antennas always leads to smaller modeling error.

When comparing line-of-sight channels with non-line-of-sight channels, we find out

that non-line-of-sight channels result in larger average modeling error than line-of-

sight channels from Fig. 3.5. For example, when the base-station is equipped with

64 antennas, the average modeling error of non-line-of-sight channels is 0.28, which

the larger than the average modeling error 0.13 of line-of-sight channels. The same

finding is also obtained from Fig. 3.6 with the cumulative distribution function of

modeling error.
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Figure 3.6: The cumulative distribution function of modeling error with two di↵erent
array sizes based on measured line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight channels respectively.

Explanation for Finding 1 : For the scalability with base-station array size, the

finding matches numerical Observation 1, even though the experimental results do

not show the convergence trend due to the limitation of measured channels array

size. For the comparison between line-of-sight channels and non-line-of-sight chan-

nels, since non-line-of-sight channels exhibit more distributed channel power over an-

gles than line-of-sight channels, a fixed number of dominant angles will capture less

channel power for non-line-of-sight channels. When comparing measured channels to

simulated channels, line-of-sight channels have a smaller channel angle spread than

non-line-of-sight channels. Therefore, for the dependency on channel angle spread,

the experimental finding also matches numerical Observation 3.
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3.5 Performance Impact of Modeling Error

Modeling error quantifies the normalized estimation error of approximating downlink

channel with uplink dominant angle response vector. As expected, the modeling

error will result in beamforming performance impact due to channel estimation error.

To understand the performance impact of modeling error, in this section, we first

derive the beamforming rate loss corresponding modeling error and then provide

both numerical and experimental results to observe the scalability with base-station

array size and the dependency on channel angle spread for the resulted rate loss.

3.5.1 Performance Analysis

To quantify the beamforming performance impact of modeling error, as illustrated

in Section 3.2, we focus on single-user case and evaluate single-user beamforming

achievable rate with conjugate beamforming. When the base-station has the perfect

downlink CSI hD available, the achievable rate with conjugate beamforming will be

R (hD,hD) = E
⇥
log
�
1 + PkhDk2

�⇤
. (3.17)

And utilizing approximated downlink channel with uplink dominant angles huD de-

fined in Eq. 2.9 for conjugate beamforming, the achievable rate will be

R (huD,hD) = E

log

✓
1 + PkhDk2

khH

uDhDk2

khuDk2khDk2

◆�
. (3.18)

Then the rate gap between beamforming based on perfect downlink CSI hD and

beamforming based on approximated downlink channel huD, denoted as rate loss, is
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formulated as

�R = R (hD,hD)�R (huD,hD)

= E
"
log

 
1 + PkhDk2

1 + PkhDk2 (1� Emodeling)
2

!#
. (3.19)

As evident from the above equation, the modeling error will a↵ect the rate loss and

larger modeling error will lead to larger rate loss.

Next, to examine rate loss scalability with base-station array size, we first employ

the spatial channel model to derive the rate loss for the case where the base-station

is equipped with an infinite number of antennas.

Theorem 2 (Rate Loss Converges with Infinite Number of Base-station Antennas)

When the number of base-station antennas goes to infinity, rate loss converges to a

value that is independent of the base-station array size as

lim
M!1

�R = E
"
log

 P
I

i=1

P
J

j=1 gijP
Ld
l=1 pl

!#
, (3.20)

where
P

I

i=1

P
J

j=1 gij is the summation of all channel paths power and
P

Ld
l=1 pl is the

summation of the powers corresponding to the Ld paths with largest power. Combing

Eq. 3.19 and the convergence of modeling error as shown in Theorem 1 completes the

proof of Theorem 2. The intuitive explanation for the theorem is that the rate loss

depends on modeling error in the way shown in Eq. 3.19. Accordingly, similar to

the modeling error, the rate loss also converges to a value that is independent of the

base-station array size.

3.5.2 Performance Numerical Results

To find out how the rate loss varies with the base-station array size before convergence,

we then employ the spatial channel model to investigate rate loss for the case where
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Figure 3.7: Rate loss changing with base-station array size based on simulated chan-
nels with di↵erent angle spreads.

the base-station is equipped with a finite number of antennas. Since the closed-form

formula for rate loss does not exist with a finite number of antennas, we conduct

numerical simulations to observe how the rate loss varies with the number of base-

station antennas and the channel angle spread.

Observation 4 - Rate Loss Increases with Both Base-station Array Size and Chan-

nel Angle Spread : The simulation results on rate loss are shown in Fig. 3.7. In terms

of the scalability with base-station array size, we observe that rate loss increases with

the number of base-station antennas, before converging to the value that matches

Theorem 2, from Fig. 3.7. For example, when the channel spread is 2 degrees, rate

loss increases from 0.1 bps/Hz with 4 antennas, to 0.25 bps/Hz with 64 antennas
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Figure 3.8: Beamforming rate with approximated downlink channel changing with
base-station array size based on simulated channels with di↵erent angle spreads.

and to 3 bps/Hz with 10, 000 antennas. In terms of the dependency on channel angle

spread, we observe that larger angle spread will result in larger rate loss, from Fig. 3.7.

For example, when the base-station is equipped with 64 antennas, rate loss increases

from 0 bps/Hz with 0-degree angle spread, to 0.25 bps/Hz with 2-degree angle spread

and to 1 bps/Hz with 8-degree angle spread.

Explanation for Observation 4 : We explain the observation based on the relation-

ship between rate loss and modeling error as shown in Eq. 3.19. Since modeling error

decreases with the base-station array size, as shown in Observation 1, accordingly,

rate loss power decreases with the base-station array size. And since larger channel

angle spread leads to smaller modeling error, accordingly, rate loss decreases with the
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Figure 3.9: Rate loss changing with base-station array size based on measured chan-
nels.

channel angle spread.

3.5.3 Performance Experimental Results

To further validate the observation on rate loss from numerical results, we also in-

vestigate the rate loss based on measured FDD massive MIMO channels. Similar to

numerical results, we examine the scalability with the base-station array size and the

dependency on the channel angle spread for the rate loss.

Finding 2 - Rate Loss Increases with Base-station Array Size and Line-of-sight

Channels Yield Smaller Rate Loss Than Non-line-of-sight Channels : The experimen-

tal results on rate loss are shown in Fig. 3.9. In terms of the scalability with base-
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Figure 3.10: Beamforming rate with approximated downlink channel changing with
base-station array size based on measured channels.

station array size, we observe that rate loss increases with the number of base-station

antennas, before converging to the value that matches Theorem 2, from Fig. 3.10.

For example, for line-of-sight channels, rate loss increases from 0.03 bps/Hz with

4 antennas, to 0.4 bps/Hz with 64 antennas. When comparing line-of-sight chan-

nels with non-line-of-sight channels, we find out that line-of-sight channels result in

smaller rate loss than non-line-of-sight channels from Fig. 6(a). For example, when

the base-station is equipped with 64 antennas, rate loss of line-of-sight channels is 0.4

bps/Hz, which the smaller than rate loss 1 bps/Hz of non-line-of-sight channels.

Explanation for Finding 2 : For the scalability with base-station array size, the

finding matches numerical Observation 4, even though the experimental results do
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not show the convergence trend due to the limitation of measured channels array

size. For the comparison between line-of-sight channels and non-line-of-sight channels,

since non-line-of-sight channels exhibit more distributed channel power over angles

than line-of-sight channels, a fixed number of dominant angles will capture less chan-

nel power for non-line-of-sight channels. When comparing measured channels with

simulated channels, line-of-sight channels have a smaller channel angle spread than

non-line-of-sight channels. Therefore, for the dependency on channel angle spread,

the experimental finding also matches numerical Observation 4.

Combing the numerical observation with the experimental finding, we find out

that even though modeling error leads to rate loss that increases with the number of

base-station antennas, more base-station antennas still bring in more beamforming

performance improvement with estimated downlink channel, as shown in both Fig. 3.8

and Fig. 3.10. Also, the rate loss will converge to a value that is independent of base-

station array size. Therefore, we can conclude that taking the modeling error into

account, scalable channel estimation schemes that exploit the propagation domain.

e.g. directional training in [29], can still benefit from the array gain and bring in

beamforming performance improvement in the massive MIMO regime.

3.6 Conclusion

To sum up, inspired by the experimental findings on channel spatial properties, we

first formulate modeling error to quantify the normalized estimation error of ap-

proximating downlink channel with uplink dominant angles. From our analysis and

numerical results, we observe that modeling error increases with the number of base-

station antennas before converging to a value that is independent of the number of

base-station antennas, and more distributed power channels lead to larger modeling
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error. We also validate the observation by experimental results.

Then we investigate the performance impact of modeling error and quantify the

resulting downlink beamforming rate loss of approximating downlink channel with

uplink dominant angles. From both numerical and experimental results, we observe

that the rate loss increase with the number of base-station antennas before converging

to a value that is independent of the number of base-station antennas, and more

distributed power channels will result in larger rate loss. Also, even though the rate

loss increases with the number of base-station antennas before the convergence, we

find out the beamforming rate still increases with array size. Based on the observation,

we conclude that beamforming based on scalable channel estimation schemes that

exploit the propagation domain. e.g. directional training in [29], benefits from the

array gain in FDD massive MIMO.

In this chapter, we mainly focus on channel in the propagation domain and inves-

tigate the corresponding modeling error, along with the beamforming performance

impact. However, similar error analysis can be conducted for alternate channel char-

acterizations and other FDD massive MIMO related applications.



Chapter 4

Scalable User Selection in FDD Massive MIMO

As discussed in the previous chapters, existing user subset selection methods [30–42]

require full channel state information. As discussed before, current downlink channel

estimation methods are not scalable with the number of users. In this chapter, we pro-

pose a novel propagation domain-based user selection scheme for FDD massive MIMO

systems, labeled as zero-measurement selection. The key idea of zero-measurement

selection is to select users based on inferred orthogonality of downlink inter-user

channels and user channel norm using only the uplink channel information in the

propagation domain. We build this result using the experimental results in Chap-

ter 2. As a result, in zero-measurement selection, the base-station performs downlink

user selection without any downlink estimation and thus no downlink channel esti-

mation overhead incurs. Therefore, zero-measurement selection is scalable with the

number of users regarding downlink channel estimation overhead. We then employ

measured channels to evaluate the performance of zero-measurement selection. The

results show that zero-measurement selection achieves up to 92.5% weighted sum rate

of genie-aid user selection on average and scales well with both the number of base-

station antennas and the number of users. We also employ simulated channels for

further performance validation and the numerical results yield similar observations
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as experimental findings.

4.1 Summary of the Chapter

In this chapter, we develop a novel propagation domain-based user selection scheme,

denoted as zero-measurement selection, for FDD massive MIMO systems to make

downlink channel estimation scalable with the number of users. As the name sug-

gests, zero-measurement selection lets the base-station perform user selection without

any downlink channel estimation. Zero-measurement selection is driven by the experi-

mental findings about the downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and user channel

norm, inferred from the uplink channel information in the propagation domain, as

illustrated in Chapter 2. Overall, our main contributions in this chapter are as follows:

1. Based on the experimental finding that uplink inferred downlink inter-user chan-

nel orthogonality provides a good upper bound and that uplink inferred user

channel norm provides a good lower bound, we develop zero-measurement se-

lection for FDD massive MIMO systems. The key idea of zero-measurement

selection is to select users based on inferred downlink inter-user channel or-

thogonality and user channel norm from free uplink channel information in the

propagation domain. Therefore, no downlink channel estimation overhead in-

curs in zero-measurement selection. Zero-measurement selection is developed

in the well-known proportional-fair form. There are three main steps in zero-

measurement selection. First, extract uplink propagation domain dominant

angles and amplitudes from uplink channel and construct downlink channel

propagation domain for each user respectively. Second, during each round of

selection, calculate users orthogonal component to selected users channel space.

Third, select the user with the largest estimated weighted rate based on the
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orthogonal component. The output of zero-measurement selection will be the

selected user set for the following downlink multi-user beamforming.

2. To evaluate zero-measurement selection, we employ measured channels and in-

vestigate the beamforming performance of selected users. Our measurement

data-based results show that zero-measurement selection performs very well,

achieving up to 92.5% of the weighted sum rate of genie-aided user selection on

average when a 64-antenna base-station selects 8 users out of 100 users for down-

link beamforming. We then examine the performance scalability with both the

number of base-station antennas and the number of users for zero-measurement

selection with both measured channels and 3GPP-based simulated channels.

The numerical results show that zero-measurement selection scales well, from

average 90% weighted sum rate when a 64-antenna base-station selects 8 users

out of 100 users for downlink beamforming, to average 97% weighted sum rate

when a 256-antenna base-station selects 32 users out of 100 users for downlink

beamforming, compared to genie-aided user selection.

The rest of the chapter is outlined as follows. Section 4.2 formulates the research

problem for user selection. Section 4.3 details the proposed zero-measurement selec-

tion. Section 4.4 provides experimental and numerical evaluation of zero-measurement

selection. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.

4.2 Problem Formulation

We consider the single-cell FDD massive MIMO system, where an M -antenna base-

station serves N users with index set {1, 2, ..., N}. During each time slot, the base-

station selectsK < N users and performs downlink multi-user beamforming for down-

link data transmission. The selected user set index is denoted as S = {s1, s2, ..., sK},
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where S ⇢ {1, 2, ..., N}. For the selected K users, with downlink channels denoted

as HS 2 CK⇥M , the received signal at users-side yS 2 CK can be modeled as

yS = HSWSxS + nS , (4.1)

where xS 2 CK is the transmitted signals; WS 2 CM⇥K is the beamforming weights

matrix based on zero-forcing beamforming; nS 2 CK is the additive noises that follow

standard complex Gaussian distribution.

When selecting users for downlink beamforming, di↵erent optimization goals are

considered, e.g. maximizing sum rate or minimizing delay. One well-known fair user

selection scheme is proportional-fair user selection, which is to maximize the weighted

sum rate as

max
S

X

sk2S

µsk
(t)Rsk

(t) , (4.2)

where µs (t) is the weight of user sk in time slot t, which is known at the base-station

and can be determined by average throughput in the previous time window [30] or

data queue length [31]; R (s, t) is the rate of user sk in time slot t. To find the user set

that maximizes the weighted sum rate in the above equation, downlink CSIs of all the

N users at the base-station side are necessary to estimate the weighted rate for each

user during selection. However, to obtain downlink CSI, the overhead scales with the

number of users N , which can be very large (e.g. 100s of users are common in a single

cell). To reduce the downlink channel estimation overhead and make user selection

scale with the number of users, we seek to let the base-station perform downlink

user selection without any downlink channel training. Towards that end, we ask two

questions:

Q1 Can we infer partial downlink channel information from free uplink channel

information, even though full channel reciprocity does not hold in FDD mode?
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Q2 Can the base-station perform e↵ective user selection based on partial downlink

channel information that is inferred from uplink only?

We have answered Question 1 in Chapter 2 and find out that downlink inter-user

channel orthogonality and user channel norm can be e↵ectively inferred from free

uplink channel information in the propagation domain. Next, to answer Question 2,

we propose a scalable user selection scheme that lets the base-station perform select

users based on the inferred downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and user channel

norm from uplink.

4.3 Zero-measurement Selection

Inspired by the finding that downlink inter-user channel orthogonality and user chan-

nel norm can be e↵ectively inferred from free uplink channel information in the

propagation domain, we propose a scalable user selection scheme, labeled as zero-

measurement selection for FDD massive MIMO systems. As the name suggests,

zero-measurement selection lets the base-station select users for downlink multi-user

beamforming before any downlink channel estimation and thus avoid the channel es-

timation overhead that scales with the number of users. In this section, we present

the details of the proposed zero-measurement selection scheme.

4.3.1 Zero-measurement Selection Overview

We develop zero-measurement selection in the well-known proportional-fair form. As

described in Section 4.2, we consider the single-cell FDD massive MIMO system,

where an M -antenna base-station selects K out of N users in each time slot to
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Step 1: Extract uplink angles and amplitudes 

Step 2: Calculate users orthogonal components

Step 3: Select user with the largest weighted sum rate

K users are
selected?

YesNo
Done

Figure 4.1: The diagram shows the overview of zero-measurement selection.

perform multi-user beamforming. The goal of zero-measurement selection is to solve

S = argmax
S

X

sk2S

µsk
(t)Rsk

(t) . (4.3)

The key to solving the above equation is to estimate the rate for each user during

selection. When full downlink CSIs of all the N users are available at the base-station,

one can employ exhaustive search and search all possible user set to find the one that

maximizes the weighted sum rate. In [33], the authors proposed a low complexity

greedy type scheme that selects users based on inter-user channel orthogonality and

user channel norm; here we label the scheme as full-channel selection. However, as

discussed in Section 4.2, large downlink estimation overhead that scales with the

number of users N O(N) incurs to obtain downlink CSIs.

In contrast, zero-measurement selection lets the base-station select the users with-

out any downlink channel estimation. Thus, zero overhead incurs during user selection

and only O(K), where K is the number of selected users, incurs for the subsequent

downlink beamforming. And the goal is zero-measurement selection is to achieve

performance close to full-channel selection.

Overall, there are three main steps in zero-measurement selection, as shown in
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Fig. 4.1. First, extract users uplink propagation domain information, including dom-

inant angles and amplitudes. Second, during each round of selection, calculate users

orthogonal component to selected user channel space. Third, select the user with

the larger weighted sum rate estimated from the orthogonal component. Next, we

present the details of each step.

4.3.2 Zero-measurement Selection Details

First, in Step 1, extract uplink propagation domain information, including dominant

angles and amplitudes. We assume that perfect uplink CSI is available at the base-

station1 and denote the uplink CSIs as hUn, n = 1, 2, ..., N . We employ the well-known

MUSIC estimator to estimate dominant path angles and least-square estimator to

estimate the corresponding dominant path amplitudes. All the estimation details are

shown in Chapter 2. The estimated dominant angles of the n-th user is denoted as

[(✓n1,'n1) , ..., (✓nLn ,'nLn)] and the estimated dominant path amplitudes is denoted

as [bn1, ..., bnLn ], where Ln is the number of dominant paths. Then we construct

propagation domain for each user as

Cn =


bn1a (✓n1,'n1) bn2a (✓n2,'n2) · · · bnLna (✓nLd

,'nLn)

�
, (4.4)

where a is the array response vector defined in Eq. 2.2.

Second, in Step 2, calculate the channel orthogonal component to selected user

channel space. The selected channel space is denoted as S 2 CM⇥M and initialized

as S = 0M⇥M . For the users to be selected, we calculate the channel orthogonal

component of n-th user as

Dn = Cn (I� S) , (4.5)

1
Uplink CSI can be obtained from uplink transmission and for a wideband system, uplink CSI

of one OFDM subcarrier only is enough.
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where Cn is the n-th user propagation domain defined in Eq. 4.9.

Third, in Step 3, estimate user weighted rate and select the users with the largest

estimated weighted rate during this round of selection. Based on the orthogonal

propagation domain Dn, the estimated weighted rate of n-th users is formulated as

R̂weighted,n = µnR̂n = µn log

✓
1 +

P

K
kDnk2

◆
, (4.6)

where P is the downlink transmission power; kDnk stands for the L2-norm of Dn.

The user with the largest weighted rate will be selected during current round of

selection. We denoted the selected user index as sk for k-th round of selection, where

sk 2 1, 2, ..., N . After selection, the selected user channel space will be updated by

adding up the sk-th user propagation domain as

S S+DH

sk

�
Dsk

DH

sk

��1
Dsk

. (4.7)

The key part of zero-measurement selection is to estimate the weighted rate of

each user in Step 3. Based on the findings that uplink-inferred downlink inter-user

channel orthogonality provides a good upper bound and uplink-inferred user channel

norm provide a good lower bound. As a result, the estimated channel norm project

to the complementary space of selected user channel space will be a lower bound for

actual downlink channel norm as

kCn (I� S) k  khDn (I� S) k, (4.8)

where hDn is the downlink channel of n-th user. Therefore, the estimated weighted

sum rate R̂weighted,n will be a lower bound of the actual one and zero-measurement

selection let the base-station select users based on a lower bound of the weighted sum
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rate. This lower bound e↵ect will be the main source of the performance gap between

zero-measurement selection and full-channel channel, which will be evaluated in the

next section.

Combined the above three main steps, the zero-measurement selection algorithm

is summarized as follows:

Input: Uplink CSIs of all the N users hUn 2 CM
, n = 1, 2, ..., N .

Output: Selected user set S, where |S| = K.

Step 1: First extract uplink dominant path angles and amplitudes and construct channel

propagation domain for all the N user as

Cn =


bn1a (✓n1,'n1) bn2a (✓n2,'n2) · · · bnLna (✓nLd

,'nLn)

�
. (4.9)

Then initialize the remaining user set as T = {1, 2, ..., N}, selected user set as

S = �, selected user channel space as S = 0M⇥M , loop index as i = 1.

Step 2: For all users n 2 T , calculate the orthogonal component

Dn = Cn (I� S) . (4.10)

Step 3: Select user si that has the largest weighted rate as

si = argmax
n2T

µn log

✓
1 +

P

K
kDnk2

◆
, (4.11)

then update selected user set as S  S [ {si}, selected user channel space as

S S+DH

si

�
DsiD

H

si

��1
Dsi , (4.12)
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remaining user set as

T =

8
><

>:
n 2 T , k 6= si,

kCnDH

(s)

⇣
D(s)DH

(s)

⌘�1

D(s)k

kCnk
< ↵

9
>=

>;
(4.13)

, where ↵ is a small positive constant set to remove users with small orthogo-

nality to the selected user, and loop index as i i+ 1. If i < K, go to Step 2.

Otherwise the algorithm is finished.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of zero-measurement selection. We first

employ measured FDD massive MIMO channels to evaluate the performance of zero-

measurement selection by comparing to full channel-based selection and then examine

the scalability with both the number of base-station antennas and the number of

users for zero-measurement selection. Then, for further performance validation, we

employ the 3GPP spatial channel model to evaluate the performance and examine

the scalability for zero-measurement selection.

4.4.1 Experimental Results

The details of measured channels are shown in Chapter 2. Since the goal of downlink

user selection is to maximize the weighted sum rate of K selected users, as shown in

Eq. 4.3, we take the weighted sum rate of selected users as the key metric to evaluate

the performance of zero-measurement selection.

For comparison, we implement the full-channel selection [33], which assumes per-

fect downlink CSIs of all the N users are available. To observe the performance gap

between zero-measurement selection and full-channel selection, we consider the sys-
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Figure 4.2: The cumulative distribution function of weighted sum rate with full-
channel selection (labeled as full-channel), dominant channel paths-based selec-
tion (labeled as dom-path-channel), dominant angles and amplitudes-based selec-
tion (labeled as dom-angle-amp) and zero-measurement selection (labeled as zero-
measurement) respectively where a 64-antenna base-station select 4 users out of 100
users for downlink beamforming based on measured channels.

tem where a 64-antenna base-station selects 4 users out of 100 users for downlink.

The cumulative distribution function of weighted sum rate based on 1000 cases is

shown in Fig. 4.2. In each case, the 100 users uplink and downlink channels are

randomly selected from the measured channel dataset and the weights are assumed

i.i.d with U(0, 1] for simplicity. Then we set di↵erent numbers of antennas and dif-

ferent numbers of users to evaluate the performance scalability for zero-measurement

selection.

Finding 1 - Zero-measure Selection Performs Close to Full-channel Selection:
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Figure 4.3: The weighted sum rate with zero-measurement selection and full-channel
selection respectively where a changing number of antennas base-station select 4 users
out of 100 users for downlink beamforming based on measured channels.

From Fig. 4.2, we can observe that zero-measure selection achieves average 92.5%

weighted sum rate of full-channel selection one. While in terms of overhead, O(N =

100) downlink channel estimation overhead incurs to obtain full downlink channel

while no channel estimation incurs for zero-measure selection and only O(K = 8)

channel estimation overhead is needed to perform e↵ective beamforming to selected

K users.

Explanation for Finding 1 : To understand the performance gap between zero-

measure selection and full-channel selection, we also implement two other user selec-

tion schemes, one is user selected based on downlink dominant path channel, which

is defined in Eq. 2.5 and the other one is user selection based on downlink domi-
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Figure 4.4: The weighted sum rate with zero-measurement selection and full-channel
selection respectively where a 64 antennas base-station select changing number of

users out of 100 users for downlink beamforming based on measured channels.

nant propagation domain, which is defined in Eq. 3.9. We find out that the main

source of performance gap comes from the missing dominant path phase informa-

tion (3.5%) and dominant angles with amplitudes mismatch e↵ect (4%). For the

missing dominant path phase information e↵ect, without phase information, the es-

timated user weighted rate will be a lower bound of the actual one, as explained in

the previous section. For the dominant angles with amplitudes mismatch e↵ect, both

inferred inter-user channel orthogonality and user channel norm from uplink will have

estimation error and thus a↵ect zero-measure selection performance.

Finding 2 - Zero-measure Selection Scales with Base-station Array Size: From

Fig. 4.3, we can observe that the weighted sum rate based on zero-measurement se-
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Figure 4.5: The weighted sum rate with zero-measurement selection and full-channel
selection respectively where a changing number of antennas select changing number

of users with fixed ratio as 8 out of 100 users for downlink beamforming based on
measured channels.

lection increases with the number of base-station antennas, from 7.25 bps/Hz with

16-antenna to 22 bps/Hz with 64-antenna. Compared to full-channel selection, zero-

measurement selection achieves a larger relative weighted sum rate with more base-

station antennas, from 59% with 16-antenna to about 93% with 64-antenna. Besides,

the weighted sum rate gap between zero-measurement selection and full-channel se-

lection decreases with the number of base-station antennas, from 5.05 bps/Hz with

16-antenna to 1.6 bps/Hz with 64-antenna. Similar trend is also shown in Fig. 4.5.

Explanation for Finding 2 : The main source of zero-measurement selection perfor-

mance loss comes from the missing dominant path phase e↵ect and dominant angles
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with amplitudes mismatch e↵ect, while both e↵ects will have a smaller impact on zero-

measurement selection with more base-station antennas. As a result, the weighted

sum rate gap between zero-measurement selection and full-channel selection decreases

with the number of base-station.

Finding 3 - Zero-measure Selection Scales with the Number of Selected Users :

For the scalability with the number of selected users, from Fig. 4.4, we can observe

that the weighted sum rate based on zero-measurement selection increases with the

number of selected users, from 8.1 bps/Hz with 2 users to 21.8 bps/Hz with 8 users.

While the weighted sum rate gap compared to full-channel selection increases slightly

with the number of selected users, from 0.6 bps/Hz with 2 users to 1.7 bps/Hz with

8 users. Similar trend is also shown in Fig. 4.5.

Explanation for Finding 3 : Since both the missing path phase information e↵ect

and dominant angles with amplitudes mismatch e↵ect exist for each selected user, the

weighted sum rate gap between zero-measurement selection and full-channel selection

increases with the number of selected users.

4.4.2 Numerical Results

To further validate experimental findings on zero-measurement selection in a larger

array regime, we employ the 3GPP spatial channel model, with details presented in

Chapter 3, to evaluate the performance of zero-measurement selection. The system

setup here is similar to experimental setup and the results are shown in Fig. 4.6,

Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8.

First, from Fig. 4.6, we can observe that zero-measure selection performs close to

full-channel selection, achieving an average 90% weighted sum rate with 64-antenna

at the base-station, which matches Finding 1. For the scalability with the base-station

array size, we can observe that the weighted sum rate based on zero-measurement se-
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Figure 4.6: The weighted sum rate with zero-measurement selection and full-channel
selection respectively where a changing number of antennas base-station select 4 users
out of 100 users for downlink beamforming based on simulated channels.

lection increases with the number of base-station antennas, from 12.4 bps/Hz with 16-

antenna to 41.6 bps/Hz with 1024-antenna, and the weighted sum rate gap compared

to full-channel selection decreases with with the number of base-station antennas,

which matches Finding 2 in a larger number of base-station antennas regime.

Second, for the scalability with the number of selected users, from Fig. 4.7, we

can observe that the weighted sum rate based on zero-measurement selection increases

with the number of selected users, from 18.3 bps/Hz with 4 users to 95.5 bps/Hz with

32 users when the base-station is equipped with 256 antennas. While the weighted

sum rate gap compared to full-channel selection increases slightly with the number

of selected users, from 1.3 bps/Hz with 4 users to 2.5 bps/Hz with 32 user, and the
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Figure 4.7: The weighted sum rate with zero-measurement selection and full-channel
selection respectively where a 64 antennas base-station select changing number of

users out of 100 users for downlink beamforming based on simulated channels.

trend matches Finding 3.

Third, we can observe the combined scalability with both the number of base-

station antennas and the number of selected users from Fig. . In more detail, the ratio

between the number of base-station antennas and the number of selected users is fixed

as 8. The results show that, compared to full-channel selection, zero-measurement

selection achieves average 90% weighted sum rate when a 64-antenna base-station

selects 8 users out of 100 users for downlink beamforming. And the weighted sum

rate percentage goes up to 97% when a 256-antenna base-station selects 32 users out

of 100 users for downlink beamforming.
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Figure 4.8: The weighted sum rate with zero-measurement selection and full-channel
selection respectively where a changing number of antennas select changing number

of users with fixed ratio as 8 out of 100 users for downlink beamforming based on
simulated channels.

4.5 Conclusion

To sum up, motivated by the experimental findings on that uplink inferred downlink

inter-user channel orthogonality provides a good upper bound and that uplink in-

ferred user channel norm provides a good lower bound, we develop zero-measurement

selection for FDD massive MIMO systems. Zero-measurement selection utilizes the

uplink channel in the propagation domain to estimate the weighted sum rate and

selects users that maximize the weighted sum rate as in proportional-fair selection.

Thus, no downlink channel estimation overhead incurs in zero-measurement selection.

Then we evaluate zero-measurement selection with both measured and simulated
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FDD massive MIMO channels. The results show that zero-measurement selection

performs close to full-channel based user selection, with only 7.5% performance loss on

average when a 64-antenna select 4 users out of 100 users for downlink beamforming.

Also, zero-measurement selection scales well with both the number of base-station

antennas and the number of users, as shown in both experimental and numerical

results.

In this chapter, while we develop zero-measurement selection in the proportional-

fair form, the selection scheme can be easily extended to other forms of user selection.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Thesis Summary

In this thesis, driven by measurement-based properties in the propagation domain of

FDD massive MIMO channels, we analyzed and designed scalable channel estimation

schemes for FDD massive MIMO systems.

First, we analyzed and quantified the modeling error of approximating downlink

channel with uplink dominant angles in the propagation domain. Based on both nu-

merical and experimental results, we observed that modeling error increases with the

number of base-station antennas before converging to a value that is independent of

the base-station array size, and more distributed channel power leads to larger model-

ing error. Utilizing the modeling error, we then investigated the resulted beamforming

performance rate loss and observed that rate loss increases with the number of base-

station antennas before converging to a value that is independent of the base-station

array size, and more distributed channel power results in higher rate loss. Besides,

we concluded that beamforming based on scalable channel estimation schemes that

exploit the propagation domain, e.g. directional training in [29], benefits from the

array gain in FDD massive MIMO.
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Second, we developed zero-measurement selection for FDD massive MIMO sys-

tems. In zero-measurement selection, the base-station performs downlink user se-

lection without any downlink estimation and thus no downlink channel estimation

overhead incurs. Therefore, zero-measurement selection is scalable with the number

of users regarding downlink channel estimation overhead. We then employ measured

channels to evaluate the performance of zero-measurement selection. The results show

that zero-measurement selection achieves up to 92.5% weighted sum rate of genie-aid

user selection on average and scales well with both the number of base-station an-

tennas and the number of selected users, thus making zero-measurement selection a

scalable scheme regarding performance.

5.2 Future Directions

In this thesis, we mainly focused on channel properties in the propagation domain and

investigated the corresponding modeling error, along with the beamforming perfor-

mance impact. However, similar error analysis can be applied to other domain-based

FDD channel estimation schemes, e.g. eigen-domain in [9,16,19,20,22,24,26,28], and

other FDD massive MIMO related applications. A detailed example is to optimize

time resources allocated to downlink channel training, where there is a trade-o↵ be-

tween training overhead and channel estimation error. The trade-o↵ is also shown in

our previous work [29].

We designed and analyzed scalable channel estimation schemes for FDD massive

MIMO systems and demonstrated the e↵ectiveness of schemes based on measured

FDD massive channels. Our works yield promising results and thus show the po-

tential of massive MIMO operating in FDD mode. But still, more extensive channel

measurements will be necessary for better FDD massive MIMO channel modeling, in-

cluding channels with large array size and properties dependency on uplink/downlink
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operating frequency di↵erence. Besides, more researches and system experiments can

be conducted to integrate those scalable channel estimation schemes into existing

FDD systems and next-generation wireless network.



Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 1

Based on the spatial channel model in Section 3.2, we first order the paths of the

downlink channel from Eq. 3.7 with decreasing power as

hD =
IX

i=1

IjX

j=1

p
gije

j�Dija (✓ij,'ij) =
LX

l=1

p
ple

j�Dla (✓l,'l) , (A.1)

where L is the total number of channel paths with value as L =
P

I

i=1 Ji and pl is the

power of the paths in decreasing order as p1 � p2 � ... � pL. Similarly, we then order

the paths of the corresponding uplink channel from Eq. 3.8 with decreasing power as

hU =
IX

i=1

IjX

j=1

p
gije

j�Uija (✓ij,'ij) =
LX

l=1

p
ple

j�Ula (✓l,'l) . (A.2)

Based on Eq. 2.2, when the number of base-station antennas goes to infinity, the

normalized dot product of two array response vectors with di↵erent angles converges

to 0, i.e.
1

M
a (✓k,'k)

H a (✓k,'k)! 0, as M !1 (A.3)

As a result, the Ld downlink dominant angles will be the angles of the Ld paths with

largest power as (✓l,'l) , l = 1, 2, ..., Ld.
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And the approximated downlink channel with the L downlink dominant angles

will be

SdS
†
dhD =

LdX

l=1

p
ple

j�Dla (✓l,'l) . (A.4)

Similarly, the L uplink dominant angles will be (✓l,'l) , l = 1, 2, ..., Ld. And the

approximated downlink channel with the L uplink dominant angles will be

SuS
†
uhD =

LdX

l=1

p
ple

j�Dla (✓l,'l) . (A.5)

Then We can compute the convergence of di↵erent power components as

1p
M
khDk =

r
1

M
hH

DhD

=

vuut
LdX

l=1

pl +
1

M

LX

k=1

X

l 6=k
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vuut
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l=1
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(A.6)
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1
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(A.8)

Substituting Eq. A.6, A.7 and A.8 into Eq. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 respectively and

utilizing the continuous mapping theorem complete the proof.
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